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T-learning research school, Visby, Sweden July 2017 – a dancing 

dialogue  

REPORT COMPILED BY Anna James, Heila Sisitka and Dylan McGarry, September 2017  

The T-learning network gathered for the second research school. The meeting was hosted by SWEDESD in 

Visby on the island of Gotland, Sweden on 5-9
th
 July. It constituted a rich indaba of sharing and deepening 

our understanding(s) of T-learning as it has emerged over the past year with the purpose of developing the 

project. Since the previous meeting T-learning has been animating itself variously across nine different 

country contexts (Colombia, Ethiopia, Sweden, Zimbabwe, India, Netherlands, South Africa, Vietnam and 

Malawi. Read more about these cases here).   

The purpose of the meeting was to understand how T-learning is being characterised across the case studies, 

how it can be effectively analysed and how we might narrate and share these findings through research and 

practice. All those present at the meeting brought a sense of the importance, seriousness and value of T-

learning: It is increasingly clear that people everywhere will need to learn to transform to sustainability in 

ways that are socially just, peaceful and ecologically sustainable. This question relates to various ways of 

thinking about learning: learning to transform ourselves and our systems, learning to transgress the various 

boundaries in which we reproduce unsustainable and unjust systems, and learning across multiple disciplines 

and contexts, and finally learning collaboratively. 

At the meeting T-learning was experienced, embodied and in this way, theorised throughout the four days as 

we dialogued, strengthened relations, learned and danced together. This is the result of drawing together 25 

researcher-educators who are passionate about education, passionate about the world and therefore driven 

towards realising action towards a more just situations with our planet.  

These sessions allowed us to collectively experience and explore the various aspects of T-learning and 

research including: theory, methodology, analysis and ethics. The meeting has inspired several collaborative 

writing projects. Finally the relationships strengthened and established within the network will help us to 

further an understanding of the emerging character of T-learning in the network form. 

http://transgressivelearning.org/#case_stories
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What followed were sessions focusing on case study updates, theory, methodology and analysis (these will 

be unpacked in the following sections).  
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Overview 

Session 1: Sharing our case studies and their progress 

We spent the first day presenting our cases and their progress, facilitated by the artful Gibson Mphepo. The 

diversity amongst the cases is stark. This was emphasised with the juxtaposition of a project (Malawi) where 

women farmers have supplement their food with saw dust to cope with hunger, against a project 

(Netherlands) where students are retrieving edible food waste and preparing community dinners. These case 

studies can be read about on our website (transgressivelearning.org).   

The session was planned to be like a exhibition and as a result the presentations took multiple forms. Power 

points powerpoint, sculptures and posters.  

 

Figure 1: South African T-learning Knowledge Network 

 

 

Figure 2: Professor Tran Duc Tuan presenting the Vietnam case study 
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Session 2: Methodology 

 

Figure 3: Some pedagogical methods offered in the network 

We discussed the various dimensions of T-learning methodology. As T-learning is a concept that flows 

between research and educational encounters, the term methodology in the way we use it relates to both 

pedagogical process, research method and the intersection between them. For example, a core principle in T-

learning research includes contextual/ontological groundedness. The methodology associated with 

‘expansive learning’ (Heila and Mutizwa) speaks to this principle holding it as a foundation around which 

change can be organised and from which change emerges. An example of a pedagogical process/method 

might be the ‘problem tree approach’ adopted by the Zimbabwean case study. This process needs to be 

carefully facilitated ensuring that the activity allows multiple voices to be heard, and a tool such as this can 

provide for useful ‘double stimulation’ which allows participants to reflect on the first problem situation 

differently. Such processes can facilitate collaborative work in order to surface matters of concern (situation 

and values) that characterise a particular context, and to extend from there to framing new activity and 

practices, and trying things out together (i.e. it provides a process model for co-engaged learning in open 

systems). Working with such methods in an open process approach that allows for emergence, and which 

includes reflexivity and critical reflection on the part of the researcher and collaborators involved in the 

research around this process and the co-defined matters of concern that emerge would constitute the research 

methodology for collaborative t-learning research. There is need to deepen our understanding of the 

complexity of such processes.  

The session was divided into two parts. The first part we were asked to share a methodological approach 

with which we have worked. Seventeen offerings emerged from the group. We selected four to follow up on 

in more depth, and from there we divided into discussion groups. Each session probed aspects of 

methodology in more detail.  For example, the session in which Dylan reflected on his empatheatre work in 

the thick of some of the most violent contexts and times in South Africa revealed a scope of proceses 

employed including: Empatheatre, discourse analysis, engaged anthropology, participatory mapping, future 

scenario building, and revealed the centrality of empathy as a core ‘driver’ or motivator of T-learning in this 

context.  
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[it would be nice to get a report back on the parallel method discussions here] 

The next part had the dual purpose of an experience of collaborative writing on google drive. We divided 

into pairs and each had an opportunity to speak through our methodological approach while our partners 

transcribed. The result was an exercise in voicing and listening and engaging the difference between what 

one says, how it looks in written form and how it is perceived by another. This exercise will be of value for 

our collaborative writing projects that are emerging.  It also provides a ‘baseline’ perspective on the 

methodologies that are being favoured by T-learning researchers in the research network.  Over time, these 

need to be developed further and also deepened by more in-depth writing and reflection work so that the 

methodologies can be made more explicit and more widely available to the next generation of researchers.  

Session 3: Analysis 

Our thoughts on analysis currently centre on the idea of narratives for T-learning. Narratives might be seen 

as serving a similar purpose to indicators but with less solidity and more fluidity and sensitivity to position, 

incorporating the nature of T-learning (i.e. not easily ‘fixed’), and other key issues associated with T-

learning research such as emergence and paradox, co-engaged ethics, political rigour (see papers emerging 

from McGarry and Bengtsson).  

Our session on analysis was introduced by an overall presentation by Heila Lotz-Sisitka which ‘mirrored 

back’ some of the process frameworks that were guiding T-learning research emergence with associated 

analytical assumptions (e.g. Theory-U; Expansive Learning; Systems Thinking Models etc.) concluding with 

the idea that we might begin to work with the ideas of T-learning qualities and T-learning processes as these 

were also what we set out to research (as per our proposal objectives).  Thus, we need to keep T-learning 

qualities and T-learning processes in focus as the case study work unfolds, and as we do our cross-case 

analyses as we seek out ways of analysing T-learning. We divided into two groups to engage these two 

aspects which in no way can be neatly separated out.  

(See detailed section on analysis below) 

The open network 

The T-learning network is open and encouraging relation building between more than the core nine case 

studies. We were lucky to have other researchers and representatives from other networks with us at the 

meeting.  

 Nanna Jørgensen shared with us her research on Sand. Her work has extended from sand as a 

resource around which Kenyan youths struggled for their existence to sandpits for play in Danish 

nursery schools and considering how children of refugees manage in the Danish classroom.  

 Sol Moren presented her research on participatory graphic design as an example of arts-based 

participatory engagement.  
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 Pernilla Andresson shared her concept of dislocatory moment in the context of sustainability 

education in economics education in Sweden.  

 Lena from the ACKNOWL-EJ project together with Dylan McGarry shared their emerging work on 

the idea of political rigour for achieving political sensitivity and responsiveness in research.  

 Almendra Cremaschi  from the Pathways to sustainability Project in Argentina shared her work with 

the Pathways project and showed us a video that was made to faciltiate sustainability transitions.  

 

Figure 4: image conceptualisation of political rigour by Dylan McGarry and the ACKNOWL-EJ network 

 

Ending off 

We ended with three useful processes that can build the network into the future.  

 Something that you are dissatisfied with (together with people who you have not spent so much 

time) 

 What do you hope for the network?  

 Something that you will gift to the network (together with someone with whom you have really 

connected).  

We have written the rest of the report in ‘3 headings’ so as to also be able to share these as short pieces for 

the website. Some still need further development. 
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Definings of T-learning, and T-learning metaphors 

Since the start of the research programme we have grappled with the defining(s) of T-learning. The history 

of the work done to define T-learning is captured in the slides below:  

 

Figure 5: Definition as evolved in July 2017 

 

Figure 6: Definition from May 2016 

 

Figure 7: May 2016 meeting … Metaphors for thinking T-learning and scaling (SWEDESD) 

Empathy
Dignity	
Compassion	

Co-engaged,	and	co-production	of	viable	
knowledge,	demonstrations	and	actions	with	
direct	benefits

Increased	political	and	relational	sophistication	
(for	negotiation	across	boundaries)

Cultures	and	histories	of	people	&	the	more-
than-human	world	
PLUS	new	knowledge	of	sustainability	related	
concepts,	technologies	etc.	

Interconnected	learning	systems	

Transformative
Transgressive
Transdisciplinary
Together	
Tension-navigating

LABS	
(insights	so	far)	
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Figure 8:   July 2017 workshop definition 

From the above, we can see a scope of engagement with the concept of T-learning which we need to further 

develop as we go along, not to ‘pin it down’ into one fixed definition, but to develop the concept through 

rich nuanced, and reflexive theoretical and empirical engagement with it.  

As part of this work, towards the end of the workshop, we focussed in on metaphors of T-learning, capturing 

short two minute video clips from all participants.  We have also worked a bit with the concept of metaphor, 

and there is much more to be said / worked with here.  

“Metaphor is a species of understanding, a form of seeing-as: it has, we might say, flex. We see, 

simultaneiously, similarities and dissimilarities” (Jan Zwicky, Wisdom & Metaphor, pg. 4)  

Metaphors are a significant tool in our meaning making. However, as with all tools, they must be used with 

care. Metaphors allow us to make meaning, generate new knowledge and move between discourses (Sfard 

2014). They are also ways of communication ‘complex ideas’ and allow ‘abstract notions’ to become more 

tangible (Macdonald 2016, p.109). Metaphors trouble the idea that the world is absolute and remind us that 

we are agents of meaning making from our standpoints (Gherardi et al. 2017, p.3 referencing Grant and 

Oswick 1996).  

In her discussion of the use of metaphors in education, Sfard (2014) argues that metaphors are important for 

how we make meaning, learn and act in the world but they can also be misused and lead to confusion and 

unhelpful meanings. Tuck and Yang (2012) identify a problematic use of metaphor in the use of the word 

‘decolonisation’. Decolonisation cannot be used as a replacement for other directives such as social justice, 

improved schools etc…. While the concept of decolonisation would be inclusive of social justice objectives 

it must be used in a way that is true to its struggle, engaging issues of land, knowledge politics, power 

structures, race and gender that continually produce a state of colonisation. Using decolonisation as a 

metaphor in this way, they argue, stands as an act of appropriation which is exactly counter to the original 

intension of the concept.   

We can ask – what metaphors are we using for T-learning, and what might they be revealing and 

hiding … what is the original intension of the concept?  

Thus, while metaphors can be seen as a tool for meaning creation and dialogue, the impact of their use, as 

well as the potentials and limitations of their use should be reflected upon.  
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Perhaps, it is equally interesting to consider what the metaphor communicates as it is to explore the social 

worlds the choosing of a metaphor reveals.  A metaphor comes from our thought habits and acts to ‘shape 

the ways thought is framed’ (Macdonald 2016, p.109). The T-learning metaphors include multiple ways of 

interpreting and making meaning of T-learning. In that relation between metaphor and the phenomena it was 

chosen to represent, we might not only gain generative communication but also expose and dialogue about 

our situated ways of seeing, thinking, listening and knowing.  We can trouble the idea of static meaning 

through exploring the multiple interpretations that are brought to us through the use of metaphors. Metaphors 

facilitate a space in which we can carefully communicate meanings and dialogue about the meanings of 

meaning.  

The metaphors for T-learning (see below) were predominantly expressions of biological life and the 

elements. The included composting loos to building something out of ‘shit’ to embracing bacteria to waves, 

thunderstorms, fires, elastic.  The composting loo metaphor suggests a circular process. In contrast to this a 

number of metaphors suggested uncertain outcomes such as an elastic which can both bind and sting, getting 

lost, or bacteria which, while vital for life can cause sickness. The idea of reinvention was captured by 

building something collaboratively and differently, similarly the idea that you can take any traditional praxis 

and twist it into something else. The metaphors also showed complexity in concept formation and a mixture 

of continuity and disruption in the learning process. The theme of setting the platform or preparing the 

conditions arises in idea that T-learning is like fuelling the fire that has been stifled or like the pioneer 

species Lichen that will prepare the environment for other species to come after it.  Perhaps there is a need 

for learning that resonates with the physics and biology of life however, we could potentially situate the 

human more directly in amongst these more biologically oriented metaphorical ideas.   

Transcripts of T-learning metaphors 

Dylan:  

At this meeting there was a conversation between Lena and martin about bacteria as a metaphor for 

transgressive learning. Usually we think of bacteria as a bad thing which we get sick from, which is true but 

most life on earth is made possible because of bacteria. We are 90% bacteria. The way we digest food is 

because of bacteria so we thought about how bacteria are the ultimate boundary crossers and they are 

changing and crossing boundaries all the time both in us and with nature. And we have created so many 

boundaries in our lives and in our world that we need to think about boundary crossing so when we are 

thinking about bacteria there is some elements about bacteria that are really interesting one is that bacteria 

are the ultimate collaborators, they collaborate by making relationships simpiosis (making with – Donna 

Haraway) and this is a key element of T-learning, making with and learning with. And most bacteria do this 

in a very constructive way When we are saying transgressive we are not saying it is just anarchy and we just 

breaking down systems but we break them down and recreate new life. So that is the metaphor for t-learning.  
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Arjen Wals 

A metaphor for T-learning is the wave. The wave is hard to imagine in static form. The wave, when we 

imagine it is always moving. In our heads. The wave can be small, it can be a ripple effect and when it hits 

the shore it has some kind of impact. It can be big, contains a lot of energy, it can be a tsunami resulting in 

radical change that would really require a reconfiguring of what is there and how it can be rearranged. The 

wave is also in its shape a round spiralling shape that rounds, rolls out and rebuilds but it is also an example 

of something that comes out of something really stable like a lake, and it is disturbed it gets into motion and 

it gathers energy it gathers steam and then it expands. The wave for me is the representation of the power, 

the energy the change potential that is there.  

Sebastian 

T-Learning for me means. To speak in a metaphor the best metaphor for me would be the caterpillar that 

turns into the butterfly. Each caterpillar turns into a completely different butterfly and before it goes into its 

cocoon, its transformational phase, you don’t know what it will turn out to be so we don’t know what it’s 

going to look like. I believe that is the work that we are doing here. We are creating our own bubbles, our 

own transformational spaces and we all don’t know where this is going and what it is going to look like but 

we know it is going to be more beautiful than where we started.  

Christina 

Transgressive learning is for the dung beetle that collects shit and it gets bigger, staying with the shit and 

then transforms it into something else, it can be anything a house whatever ya. Basically that is it.  

Almendra 

My metaphor for T-learning is a group of ants that is building their own house, their own community, co-

operating with different roles contributing with each one’s strength and a strengthening each one witnesses in 

order to build something together and something very different from other houses or ants.  

Lena 

For me T-learning is like a big thunderstorm after it has been dry for a while and after it rains the earth has 

that amazing smell, you can really smell the earth. And after that things start to grow really fast.  

Million:  

T-learning metaphor that I am using for my project is fire, fire that has been which has been covered by a lot 

of ash. What we are doing is to remove the ash and put some wood into the fire. We blow on the wood and 

the fire rekindles. The fire is agency in communities and the one who is putting the wood and blowing the 

fire is a facilitator so it is a play between the facilitator and the community but excavating the agency and 
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potential that they have then they would have much more organised much more encouraged o act in socio 

and political problems.   

Gibson 

I am working with woman on a research agenda case climate change which is disproportionately affected 

women. In my view, transformative learning, T-learning is learning over a fire place. Informal but at the 

same time making critical decisions that are going to help women and other stakeholders challenge the 

problem of climate change. 

Anna  

I think today my metaphor for t-learning is a tree. I feel like the tree has roots and all these ideas from which 

we are launching have histories. For example the work of Frere, they have roots and the thinking around it 

and the practices, they come from somewhere. The trunk, we have this team of people who are quite well 

together, although uncertain about the exact definition, we have a strong trunk of relations. I think the 

branches illustrate all the different directions in which we are going so we have some people working in 

formal education and others working in informal contexts. The tree is a very much living thing, it leans in a 

certain direction, and the branches might fall off and die and then feed the soil, the same with the leaves. And 

ya. I hope it continues to grow.  

Mutizwa 

The image that comes to mind when I think about T-learning is that of a pioneer plant species something like 

a lichen that is bold enough, that is strong enough to occupy a place such as a rock to work on that rock and 

what is important about it is that it doesn’t only create good conditions for itself to survive but it creates 

conditions for various stages of plants to grow and T-learning I think what we envisage is a situation where 

you break old habits, routines, structures that are not working, that are stubborn, that are not sustainable, that 

embody injustice of different kinds and when those are dealt with it is very likely that new challenges will 

emerge that require further transgression, further transformation and in that way you can liken the lichen to 

something that changes the environment for itself but also for subsequent plant vegetation to thrive and 

survive.  

Martha 

For me T-learning is a big snake made of very small snakes trying to move together through a spiral path. 

And this means…path of transformation….This means trying to move together trying to connect , starting 

from the centre and to connect with what is not really feeling and not with your head that, doesn’t work in 

the world in terms of environmentally and socially speaking. And in your own self and then start moving out 

towards your family, towards the community towards the environment, towards your regions and going up to 
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the global sphere and then starting again coming back to your region, community and going back so it is a 

transformation that you try to generate from yourself outwards and coming back all the time. And when I say 

coming back I mean coming back but also moving forward. ….and why a snake? Because in many world 

views around the worlds the snake is like pacha mama, like the earth and it has been negatively perceive but 

it is also positively perceived and I think T-learning has that positive-negative, easy-difficult, connection, 

disconnections so it’s kind of that duality and I think transformation has to have that quality to be able to 

really ground itself in us in yourself and in all this spiral that I just tried to explain.  

Tuan 

I do know that do research into T-learning you have to use lots of the approach or the method but I think that 

you should use the method of the metaphor but what it’s the metaphor method? Metaphor method mean you 

one thing to explain another thing ….you can use the picture photograph or the cartoon to present and its 

content of the T-learning and then you explain this T-learning with the local participants, local people needs 

a symbol that is not abstract interpreting so I think that it’s very good for us to apply the metaphor method 

for the researching T-learning. In our case study in Mekong delta you has use lots of the video and 

photograph and a picture even a cartoon to identify the content of the T-learning of the case study in Mekong 

delta and then you find out some of the characteristics that are important characteristics that are important the 

characteristics of the T-learning in the Mekong delta in Vietnam.  

Heila 

My way of thinking about T-learning, I’ve been trying to work it out for a long time and the best metaphor I 

have come to so far is like an elastic, elasticity.  The concept to me seems to be quite elastic in that its 

reaches this way and that way and each time it reaches to another concept it begins to transform the way that 

you think about the associated concept. And I think why I like the idea of the elastic is that sometimes the 

elastic can hold things together and sometimes the elastic can snap and when elastic snaps it can sting you. 

And I think that t-learning has that possibility as well, it can be unexpected and create a bit of stress which of 

course is often very good for learning but also the elasticity and capacity to be dialectally reflective and 

flexible is a good feature of learning because it is allows you to accommodate other ways of thinking around 

your own particular way of thinking.  

David  

I think that in the beginning I thought about t-learning as boundary breaking praxis in different spaces 

conceptually politically, sexually, practically and so forth but during the process of being part of this project 

I have come to think of it more as a twisting of all of these things and I know that twisted is sometimes used 

in a negative way but I am trying to picture that in a positive way so that something is turning around itself 

so for example a concept  its some of its components stays the same but it has also change so that it can 
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enable a new kind of thinking. And I think you can think of that when it comes to praxis as well so when you 

have a praxis it is seemingly the same but it is twisting around itself so it enables new practices. That is how 

I think about it now and I like that I can’t think about it so clearly, I haven’t nailed it down so to play with it 

metaphorically is a very nice idea at this time in the process.  

Thomas 

When I think about t-learning I think about new ideas and practices which cross boundaries. The metaphor 

that I like to share is one of decomposition, the idea of breaking down the idea of something into its basic 

elements that can be put together in a new and innovative way. In practice a really nice example of this is the 

compost toilet. This is where human manure is transformed into compost to fertilise the garden which 

produces food which we eat which then goes back into the toilet and creates a natural cycle and this 

metaphor of composition is really different to how most of us understand or connect with the natural world 

for example going to the toilet, the human manure coming into the water, being washed into the sewerage 

systems, being treated chemically, that’s a complete disconnection with nature. For example a compost toilet 

where we connect all our practices into a natural ecological cycle to take advantage of all our natural 

resources.  

Pernilla 

It involves dis-identification and identification at the same time, and it is something that is both painful but it 

is also something that makes you grow and it is something with freedom in it so it makes me happy. Um... 

Nanna 

When in am thinking about transgression I am thinking about letting a garden grow wild kind of its this 

process where everything starts to do something else that is kind of out of your control lots not just an 

individual process but it is a lot of things happening at the same time. Yesterday we were looking at this 

picture and there were stones that were cracking and we were talking about the cracks and what you see in 

the cracks and I am having this image of the flowers that start growing and the grasses that you cannot 

control but what you can control is to let things go and let the processes start working on their own.  

Stefan 

I would think T-learning or transgression in that sense is a way of getting lost or pedagogy of anywhere 

because I think within education there has been that idea of a home. A familiarity with place and where you 

are but this familiarity is also that what we take for granted and assume is there. But I think the purpose of 

transgression is then to see the uncanniness, the non-homeliness of things around you what you assumed as 

home and to render them strange and to that extent to also dislocate the place of learning so let’s say it 

becomes pedagogy of anywhere. Transgressing can happen at any time and everywhere. And I think hat t-
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learning  allows for is for is to provide protocols and techniques in order to get lost and to get lost in order to 

encounter a stranger to render things strange and to see a glimpse of some colour which we cannot really 

grasp but which challenges and pushes us yes, that’s T-learning.  

Martin 

For  T-learning or transgressive learning, I would use the metaphor of bacterial learning, how bacteria work 

together but also learn from each other together because both in facing challenges but also in facing 

opportunity or generative or beneficial conditions bacteria communicate both chemically but also on a 

genetic level by transferring genes between each other but also like in order to on a genetic level to 

transgress themselves and also transgress their limitations I guess and that goes across species in order to 

actually deal with the challenges that they approach or that they encounter during their lives and that is 

especially coming into view when you look at bacteria within the human body, that is a crucial part in the 

human life is having the bacteria work with you and for you in for example the gut and so on. I think it is a 

super interesting metaphor and you can learn a lot about how bacteria can collaborate but also compete and 

try to develop learning based on that.  

 

We can consult useful papers such as this one on ‘metaphors and learning’ as this might give us further tools 

for thinking T-learning with metaphor/s.  
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T-learning as tension laden concept 

[a working draft exploring T-learning tensions] 

At some point in our meeting, we realised we had another T 

word: This was ‘tension’. While we do not intend to fill up a 

basket of T-words nor exclude important concepts that do not 

begin with a ‘T’, we found the concept of ‘tensions’ to be helpful 

in the research practice associated with T-learning. Tensions 

abound in discussions around what it means to transform and 

transgress in relation to learning in context. In the words of 

David Kronlid: 

“We chose the [T-learning] cases because of their diversity. This 

diversity is now generative diversity, which needs to be 

navigated. The diversity can be understood as different kinds of 

tensions. These tensions, or force fields, can be used as a spaced 

of creativity we can work with and (often) play with these 

tension” 

The concept of ‘tensions’ has arisen before in literature on 

educational praxis. von Kotze et al. (2016) explore the traditions in of transformative education, known as 

popular education,
1
 in South Africa. They do this with the intension of orienting the multiple forms of 

emancipatory education in the history and present of South Africa as it has existed in relation and response to 

transitions. They propose that tensions, rather than traditions, characterise the multiple modes of popular 

education in South Africa. This proposition is derived from the fact that popular education is contingent upon 

time and space in its directive of social justice. Orienting tensions include: with/against the state; for social 

mobility or social mobilisation; whose knowledge counts. This is an example of how tensions serve to orient 

the directives of emancipatory educational efforts across time and circumstance.  Not dissimilar is the focus 

on tensions and contradictions as sources of expansive learning in the cultural historical activity theory 

learning research trajectory, where, in its most recent form, there is also an emancipatory interest embedded 

in the learning research. Tension and dissonance is also a feature of the reflexive social learning research 

articulated by Wals and colleagues (2009).  

                                                      
1 A form of education inspired by the work of Paulo Freire. “The overtly political nature of popular education, its concern with people’s experiences 
and its orientation towards action are common distinguishing features”.  

Figure 9: Tensions made an appearance on our 

mural 
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T-learning, as it has emerged in our programme, requires a similar responsiveness to tensions in context. It is 

unsurprising then that ‘tensions’ came up as a generative concept in the T-learning meeting. These tensions 

relate to the mesh of T-learning praxis; methods, theory, methodology, ethics, practice, pedagogy and the 

spaces in-between these, as well as the tensions that exist between society-politics-ecology-economy that are 

often ‘wrapped into’ the sustainability concept and associated concepts such as political economy, 

environmental justice and so on.  In the T-learning programme the tensions serve a similar function in 

orienting our research across case studies: being alert to these tensions can help us to characterise the 

learning that emerges in these multiple and diverse contexts.  

The tensions were consolidated by David Kronlid at the end of our workshop. They include: T-concepts and 

conceptualising the T, Complexity and linearity, theory and methodology, knowledging and valuing. All 

these areas of tension have the possibility to be resolved but highlight important meaning-making spectrums 

for understanding learning.  

T-concepts and conceptualising the T 

The ‘T’ is currently held in tension between a number of concepts: Transformative, transgressive, transitive, 

transdisciplinary, together. As we work with the individual concepts we may or may not begin to animate the 

‘T’. All of these terms occupy spaces that are not uncontested.   

Transgressive has word origins relating to ‘going over’, ‘going beyond’, ‘going across’. It also has a 

reference in the bible in relation to ‘sin’ where to sin is ‘to transgress the law’. In terms of T-learning it is a 

collective praxis that is required to challenge societal norms (Lotz-Sisitka et al. 2016). Emerging in the T-

learning research school meeting is the idea that to transgress means to transition to something that is not yet 

known, with the possibility of no reference point but a socially just directive informed by collective action. 

The notion of crossing a line or going beyond a boundary is necessary as we move out of our destructive 

economies and towards more sustainable relations on the planet.   

‘Transformative’ has roots in the work of Freire (1972) (and multiple other educational philosophers but I 

draw from Freire for now) where it refers to change that is emancipatory, change that engages the active 

participation of everyone it affects. It thus refers not only to physical changes but changes in individuals, 

groups, systems, places, all directed towards a commonly defined good. If transformation is to truly engage 

with what it means to participate in a way that is emancipatory, it must always question what is taken as a 

norm and at times, go beyond/cross over that and be transgressive.   

Transitions: A transition would be included in the effect of a transformation; however, transitions as 

considered in the sustainability sciences is sometimes limited to technological transitions, lacking the crucial 

infusion of agency and participation of those involved. Imagining the transitions towards sustainability 

together would go a far way to realise the collective hope that is needed for moves to action that can bring 

about transformations.  
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Thus, these terms may serve different purposes across contexts; they sit together with slight tensions. In a 

way it is the tensions and contradictions between them that will help us to understand the shape of T-

learning. An interesting example from the T-learning knowledge network is the associations with the words. 

Some communities in Colombia are weary of the term transgressive because it is associated with violence 

and they are working towards peace building. In one way though, a nation that has come out of conflict and 

are building peace are working transgessively.  

Complexity and Linearity 

 

Some of the T-concepts have roots in ecological 

thinking which draws significantly on complexity 

theory. The concept of complexity is highly important 

for thinking about our socio-ecological environments. 

There are a number of sub-tensions to this tension. 

One is T-learning at different scales (individual, 

group, institutional, systemic). Another is ritualised 

for fluid learning.  

This tension between complexity and linearity also 

arises in questions about learning. While pedagogy 

relies on a carefully crafted process which 

provides a platform on which learning can occur, this process sets in motion the interaction of multiple 

complex systems with the possibility for unlocking transformations as they interact (Fenwick 2006). For 

example Pernilla Andersson spoke about her research on ‘dislocatory’ moments as those moments when 

certain norms are troubled as a result of nothing that could have been set up by the teacher. These moments 

cannot be planned for, they occur spontaneously in the classroom setting. With this in mind it is important 

not only to be an excellent planner but a holder and carer for what might arise and, potentially, an improviser 

to affirm ‘dislocatory’ moments and carefully understand what learning they might bring about.  

This relates to another tension which is learning that is ritualised, potentially in traditions (indigenous or 

local), versus learning that is fluid.  

Theory and Methodology 

The tension between theory and method is perhaps the most significant of all. It is potential the ‘tension’ that 

differentiates T-learning from the idea of learning as occurring apart from the world.  

The history of the use of theory leaves some of us weary of it, especially when theory is used to predictively 

frame social change, which by its nature should emerge in social systems. Bhaskar argues that theory is most 

Figure 10: the complexity visualised for transgression 
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useful for explanation, not prediction in social research. Theory also comes with a politics, and certain forms 

of theory have been used to silence other theories and ways of knowing and this mis-use of ‘theory’ must be 

acknowledged. However, the theory that arises from our actions in the world (including theory arising in the 

academy) is highly important for meaning making and thus also for learning. As hooks (1994, p.61) writes: 

‘When our lived experience of theorizing is fundamentally linked to processes of self-recovery, of collective 

liberation, no gap exists between theory and practice’. Bhaskar refers to working with theory-and-practice-

in-practice. If we are to engage with pedagogy methods and reject theory we may forget how to reflect on 

our actions, and we may fail to see that all of our actions are theory imbued, as this comes to us via language 

and culture. What we need to work on is a practice of using and working with theory in critically reflexive 

ways. It is not a matter of theory vs methodology (they are both theories) rather it is a question of bringing 

our theories and methods into dialogue with the world in which they are situated. hooks (1994) asks that we 

go further than critique the abuse of theory, we must create theories that can help us to build movements 

against structures that oppress us.  

Knowledging and valuing 

Learning is not only about processing information but it is about engaging with values, values that help us to 

affirm life in the world. This might seem like a tension at a surface level. In some cases the right information 

will bring about the right values. On the other hand, how does one teach values taking care not to become 

authoritarian. However, the way we see it, knowledge is inclusive of values. 

We learn values all the time and in many ways the capitalist global system is teaching us to devalue that 

which is essential to life: togetherness, our natural systems, our creative capacities, our histories. McGarry 

(2013, p.iii) writes ‘values can be cultivated within the experience and intuitive expression from both inner 

and outer realities’. An example might be to value the exercise of self-reflection ‘how are we feeling?’ can 

result in important knowledge of self-care, or to value the ‘other’ in the way that Martha Chaves does by 

bringing the elements into the room, brings about a valuing of what is not necessarily seen.  

Other tensions named 

Ritualised T-learning vs fluid T-learning  

Learning for T, learning in T.  

Individual, group institutional  

Knowledging and valuing  

T-concepts and conceptualising the T 

T-cases and Casing the T 

Transgression/ive, transformative (ion), 

Transitive(ion) :  

Complexity and linearity  

Theory and methodology  
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Thinking into analysis: Qualities and processes towards T-learning narratives 

Our thoughts on analysis currently centre on the idea of narratives for T-

learning. Narratives can be seen as serving a similar purpose to indicators 

but with less solidity and more fluidity and sensitivity to position and 

political rigour (Dylan McGarry’s work on this). Through narratives we 

might document the qualities and processes of T-learning while weaving 

in and giving adequate attention to processes of emergence and how they 

come to be, as well as the outcomes and diversity and nuances of the 

qualities of the t-learning that is emerging, and the positionality and 

political rigour of the researcher/writers.  

At the Visby meeting Heila presented the analysis thinking that exists in 

the network thus far. This was followed by dialogues about T-learning 

qualities and processes.  

This piece summarises the presentation and reports on the dialogues that 

followed. Overall it teases out a number of dimensions, approaches, questions and tensions working towards 

developing narratives for T-learning analysis.  

Presentation summary  

This section summarises Heila’s presentation on analysis. It begins with a reflection on the power of a story 

and serves to prepare us for thinking about the narratives our analysis produces. T-learning qualities and 

processes are the dimensions along which these narratives are unpacked.  

Stories and narratives 

She opened up with an extract from Ben Okri’s book ‘A way of 

being free’. The reading considered the work of the story and the 

ways stories move and impact on the world. This introduced the 

thinking about analysis as ‘the stories we tell about our research’, 

providing a poignant entry point towards thinking about the politics 

of analysis and the impact of narratives that result. Below are some 

phrases from the extract.  

Figure 11: Dr Mutizwa Mukute leading 

an analysis across the case studies 

Figure 12: Dr Dylan McGarry 

presenting the dialogue on process and 

narratives 
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Research objectives 

We noted the importance of keeping in mind the the three objectives of the T-learning research program:  

 Investigate and expand the emergence of, and the qualities of T-learning (transformative, 

transgressive learning) processes in selected food-water-energy-climate-social justice nexus contexts 

in diverse niche level settings 

 Investigate and identify potential ‘germ cell’ or catalytic sustainability oriented T-learning activities 

and engage these in potential expansions within a multi-levelled perspective, and trace how this will 

be done, and  

 Develop generative T-learning methodologies for informing Social-Ecological Sciences (SES) 

research and praxis, and extend current theoretical work on T-learning within the SES.  

 

Qualities of T-learning 

T-learning qualities relate to the substantive characteristics of interest to T-learning narratives. 

The questions to consider here are (for multi-levelled analysis) could be:   

 

Insights into qualities of T-learning gathered over the first year of the project include: 

• You think it faces one way … but it also faces you  

• It applies to others, but it also applies to you  

• It holds uncomfortable truths 

• It startles complacency  

• Involve the groundswell of imagination and sensibility 

• They always come from the other side and we cannot inhabit all sides at once  

• Fallible  

• A river with many streams 

• Changing the stories we live by can change how we live  

• Not too tame ... Wild, but functioning adequately in society  
Ben Okri: A way of being Free 
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 Combining facts with values 

 Transformative agency 

 Embodied and engaged  

 Disrupting / dislocated  

 Emergent  

 Learning that considers the significance of objects, the material.  

 Change in consciousness reflective in action in the landscape 

 Reconstructing routines 

 Staying with frustrations , ambivalence, and power struggles 

 Multi-dimensional, multi-levelled and intersectional.  

 Hopeful 

 Uncomfortable 

 

We also talked about the need to stay alert to catalytic moments and how they relate to processes as these 

may help to identify the T in T-learning.  

 

 

Processes of T-learning  

These processes have emerged as processural dimensions of T-learning narrative analyses and include broad 

frameworks guiding possible approaches of narrating instances of T-learning.  It should be noted that these 

are process models, that allow for staged analysis of the emergence of T-learning.  The models should not be 

interpreted as being linear or fixed, but they can provide researchers with starting points for ‘following’ the 

emergence of T-learning; and also for supporting the mediation of T-learning, which in turn requires 

researchers to carefully capture the process as it unfolds for more in-depth analysis.  Analysis can also be 

guided by theory (e.g. theories of learning, dialogical theories, theories of change, theories of ontological 

politics, political ecology, or theories of adaptation and disruption etc.), as theory can help to explain 

Catalytic	moments	/	processes	/	events

• What	examples	do	we	have?		Are	these	‘signs’	of	learning?	How	do	we	
know	this?	
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observed processes as they unfold.  In this regard, theory is always incomplete, and subject to the unfolding 

of reality in open systems (i.e. it cannot fully pre-determine the unfolding of reality in open systems).  

 

 

 

 

Process Brief description Case study 

example  

Models that 

help to 

identify 

‘crisis’ / 

‘disruptive 

moments’ 

(Wals et al. 

2009)  

 

 

Expansive 

learning 

model (more 

oriented 

towards 

collective 

reflexivity, 

transformativ

e agency of 

groups, and 

change of 

activity)  

A seven step expansive learning model emerging from cultural historical 

activity theory (Engestrom and Sannino, 2010).  

 

 

Zimbabwe, 

South Africa, 

Malawi 
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Theory U – 

which is also 

an expansive 

learning 

process model 

(more 

oriented 

towards 

individual 

reflexivity 

and change in 

self)  

 

Netherlands 

Resolve 

model which 

is also an 

expansive 

learning 

process model 

(not unlike 

the first 

expansive 

learning 

model above)  

 

Sweden 
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Expansive 

social 

learning 

model based 

on action 

research 

approaches, 

reflexivity 

theory and 

‘reframing’ 

potential 

(Wals et al. 

2009) 

 

 

Spiral 

processes 

based on 

action 

research 

models:  

Spirals move in and out and also have the possibility of creating depth as 

they rise up. This added dimension of depth allows them to oscillate 

between in and out. 

 

All case studies. 

(Colombia, 

Netherlands) 

 

Systems 

models 

 

Figure 13: Example of systems model 

Vietnam / 

Ethiopia?  

Orienting 

within 

tensions:  

Learning research that uses ‘fields of tension’ as analytical framework to 

reveal aspects of T-learning. Such as Authoritative (focusing on matters 

of fact) vs co-defined (focusing on matters of concern); Predefined 

learning processes vs open ended learning processes (example in the 

All case studies 

to an extent. 

And T-learning 

draws on 
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heuristic below).  

 

 

 

Different learning approaches position themselves between these various 

tensions. The orientation is determined by the driver whether it is science 

driven, policy driven, management/organisation driven or 

transformation/transition driven (Macintyre et al., in press).  

 

multiple 

knowledge 

approaches in 

multi-

stakeholder 

contexts 

We also noted 

the potential 

for other 

analytical 

frameworks 

such as a 

framework for 

tracking and 

tracing rising 

cultures 

(Injairu 

Kulundu’s 

work)  
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And 

analytical 

frameworks 

that focus in 

more depth on 

‘values and 

embodiment’, 

empathy, 

ambivalence 

and ‘what’s in 

the cracks’ 

 

Nanna 

Dylan and other 

works  

And models 

that track the 

scaling of T-

learning 

research  

 

See also 

RESOLVE 

model above 

and work of 

SWEDESD on 

Scaling  

 

Dialogues on qualities and processes 

Start from the case study context: With respect to both T-learning qualities and T-learning processes there 

was agreement that the starting point should be the context. What are we seeing there? What processes 

would be most appropriate to the project’s matters of concern, institutional structure. These discussions are 

held in order to develop T-learning narratives that can be used for the analysis of T-learning case studies.  

T-learning qualities 

Qualities relating to multiple T-learning dimensions: Prof Tuan raised the point that there are different levels 

and types of qualities, he pointed out that we need to be aware of the qualities of: 1. Process, 2. Systems, 3. 

Scale. Understanding the qualities of these both in the individual layer of analysis but also in the 

social/community later. Understanding quality of the change in the process, the change to the system and 

what scale the change occurs in, we get a clearer sense of how to map qualities. An example of this is the 

different time scales of the t-learning project which officially ends in April 2019 but for communities we 

work in, their scales/time lines go on for much longer. This consideration helps us to be specific about the 

Scaling
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purpose of the learning as was raised in one discussion T-learning can be directed towards establishing a 

direction for action but also to capacity development. 

Qualities of relations: There was the discussion around rather than looking at indicators as such, we should 

also consider the criteria of the connections that occur in the t-learning and within the network itself. 

Departing from models and assumptions, but ensuring that while we are tracking a particular quality we 

remain attentive and flexible enough for possibilities of seeking out the points of connections between 

projects and forming alliances. This is relevant given that we are trying to understand the ways in which 

these networks function.   

T-learning processes 

Use of models that reflect emergence: There was a discussion around the need for an analysis of the different 

models used across the cases, and that describe t-learning. To almost develop a ‘field-guide’ of models that 

describe various aspects of t-learning. From this we can create a picture, or a sense of the processes we use 

across the network, where do they meet, what are the origins of the different models, and how can the 

tensions between these models be reconciled or generatively used. The obvious tensions between “table” / 

predictive models and models that reflect transgressive emergent process was raised and the need for finding 

a balance between mapping process and modeling dimensions of transformation without becoming 

prescriptive.  The consensus was to work with process models that appear to be most helpful and relevant for 

guiding T-learning emergence in a particular context, and then let it grow and interact with other models in 

time to develop reflexivity in relation to the models being worked with.  If you do use a model it was noted 

that it is important to clarify the model carefully, including the assumptions underpinning it, and to be 

explicit about how and why the model is being used.  For example, the spiral model has an embedded 

assumption that emergence is a quality of change.  This can be probed carefully in context for further insight 

into this assumption.  

 

Figure 14: emergence as a quality of change. Assumption? 

Revisiting assumptions in T-learning theory of change: A point was raised about our theory of change, that it 

has a big assumption that emergence is a quality of change?, which is not necessarily the case for all the 

projects, and so we need to expand this. Across the cases it is clear that we can’t do everything in each case, 
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Injairu for example is mapping rising emergent cultures, while Tuan is using systems models to understand 

adaptive capacities, everyone is doing different things, and rather than trying to ensure we all do everything, 

there is the value of cross pollination between different cases, and the sharing of different models and 

processes within a wider programmatic framework.  

Processes and moments: A challenge to the idea of process was brought to the dialogue by Dr Andersson’s 

conception of a ‘dislocatory moment’ – a moment in an educational encounter where logics, feelings shift. 

How do processes and moments interact? The challenge as T-learning practitioners is how we can hold onto 

and care for these moments ensuring that they are held and valued.  

Narrative descriptions 

  

In an attempt to try articulate the kinds of narrative descriptions we see in the work, we created a list of 

catalysts for indicative narratives 

 Cognitive change 

 Ways of doing things 

 Social action 

 Tracking absences 

 Alliances (new) and their contributions to the mainstream 

 Connections and their qualities 

 Ability to work with disruptions 

 Change in the landscape, wellbeing and flourishing 

 Follow coincidences and follow the silent quiet knowledge(s) .eg. spiritual understanding 

 Transformation of the researcher 

 Recognition of the invisible 

 The role of catalytic tools 

 Working with ambivalences 

 Follow the awkward(ness) 

 New off-shoot actions 

 The reflexivity of the mediator 

 How are fears transformed 

 Agency changes 

 Signs of anger/indignation and its role in moral action 

 Passions, and emotive expression, energy 

 Empathy, compassion and dignity 

 Situated in space and place 
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 Border/boundary crossing 

 Quality of the process 

The purpose of the list would be for researchers in the different contexts to work with the ‘list’ as starting 

point for further clarifying the qualities of T-learning.  It was noted that each of the concepts on the ‘list’ are 

in themselves substantive, and researchers could therefore work with a few of these rather than all to develop 

depth of understanding of the qualities of T-learning. For example Tich Pesanayi’s whole PhD is focussing 

on boundary crossing in T-learning.  We therefore recommend that researchers think about this list carefully 

as they approach their data, and the T-learning work they are doing and then develop some perspective on 

some of these, not trying to do all.  

 

 

 

Figure 15: Group photograph 
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